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Traffic Congestion Forecasting AI is a technology that can predict the occurrence
of traffic congestion, including size and times, by applying AI technology to realtime population statistics that are created in near-real-time from mobile telephone
network operations data. Predictions are made based on the number of people
out on a given day, making accurate predictions possible, accounting for effects
such as weather or special events. This article gives an overview of Real-time
Population Statistics and Traffic Congestion Forecasting AI, and introduces a trial
performed in cooperation with NEXCO East on the Tokyo Bay Aqua Line. An
overview of the trial, evaluation of prediction accuracy, and results of a survey of
users participating in the trial are discussed.

economy, we are also all familiar with the related

1. Introduction

decrease in the quality of daily life. As an example, a

Frequent traffic congestion has been a major

common experience is encountering a traffic jam on

issue for many years in Japan. The resulting eco-

the way home from an outing on the weekend and

nomic losses have been estimated at over 10 trillion

how this can diminish the enjoyable memories of

yen per year [1], exerting a strong negative pres-

the event.

sure on economic activity. Beyond effects on the

While the roads that tend to get congested and
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* Real-time Population Statistics: A service providing mobile-network
spatial statistics in near real time. Displays aggregate population
by area and attributes but does not include identifying information.
These population statistics are created according to the mobile
Spatial Statistics Guidelines.
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the days and times are generally known, there can
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be large differences in day-to-day conditions: whether

2. Real-time Population Statistics

congestion will occur, how large it will be, when it

Real-time Population Statistics is a new form of

will start, and when it will clear. For example, routes

population statistics arising from R&D to make a

home from popular tourist destinations often get

real-time version of Mobile Spatial Statistics*1 [2], a

congested. One can even encounter an unexpected

commercial service that has been offered since 2013.

large traffic jam in an area that does not normally

It is able to estimate population distributions through-

get congested if large numbers of people gather

out Japan on a 500 m grid*2 (with some areas such

on that day for an event or other reason. On the

as centers of designated cities on a 250 m grid)

other hand, if the weather is bad and people stay

according to attributes such as age group (in 5-year

home, congestion could decrease or not occur at all.

increments) and place of residence (city, town, etc.).

As such, knowledge of approximately how many

Data fluctuations can be provided at 10-minute in-

people are actually out on that day (turnout) is needed

tervals, approximately 20 minutes after the fact. In

to predict what will actually happen in the during

other words, population distributions at 12:00 are

times when people are returning home, including

available by 12:20, those at 12:10 are available by

the areas around their destinations. If we can know

12:30, and so on.

the turnout on a day quantitatively, we can expect

An example visualization of Real-time Popula-

to be able to predict congestion that will occur dur-

tion Statistics is shown in Figure 1. This is an illus-

ing a return-home period.

tration of a population distribution at noon on a

Traffic Congestion Forecasting AI is a new traf-

weekday. Each grid section is colored according to

fic prediction technology developed with a focus on

the population density in the cell, using blue, green,

this relationship between turnout and congestion.

yellow, and red, in order of increasing population

It is able to comprehend turnout on a given day

density.

using Real-time Population Statistics, a technology

Figure 2 shows the number of visitors to the

that estimates human populations throughout Japan

Sumida River Fireworks Display on a given year

using operations data from the NTT DOCOMO

at 8 pm, on a 500 m grid (defining the number of

mobile telephone network, and based on this infor-

visitors as the increase in population compared with

mation, it is able to predict congestion and the scale

the usual population). Here, the number of visitors

and time-frame of the congestion.

is represented by red, with darker shades indicat-

This article gives an overview of Real-time Popu-

ing more visitors in that grid section.

lation Statistics and Traffic Congestion Forecasting

The red areas are concentrated along the Sumida

AI and describes tests conducted in collaboration

River, showing that many spectators were gath-

with East Nippon Expressway Co. Ltd. (NEXCO

ered there, but there are also two areas slightly

East) on the Tokyo Bay Aqua Line expressway

east of the river with concentrations of people. In-

starting in December 2017.

vestigation on the following day revealed that, although they are somewhat far from the river, these

*1

Mobile Spatial Statistics: Population statistical data generated
according to the “Mobile Spatial Statistics Guidelines,” from
NTT DOCOMO mobile network operations data. Population
distributions on a grid (see *2) and by municipal boundaries
are estimated such that individual users cannot be identified,
using an estimation of the number of mobile phones currently

*2

in each base-station area and adjusting based on base-station
area data, NTT DOCOMO phone usage rates and other information.
Grid: Land divided into sections based on latitude and longitude.
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Figure 1

Real-time Population Statistics example

8 pm on the day of the fireworks display

Red: Higher population than normal

Why are people
gathering here?

Population
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Changes in population around
the Sumida River before and
after the fireworks display
Map data ©2017 Google, ZENRIN

Time

Figure 2

Results of estimating number of visitors to the Sumida River Fireworks Display in a given year

are little-known spots that are good for viewing

according to attributes such as age and place of

the fireworks with few obstructions.

residence in near-real-time, including gatherings of

This illustrates the strength of Real-time Population Statistics, providing quantitative data on the

people in areas, even without knowing why they
may be gathering there.

fluctuations in population density throughout Japan
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lagging indicator.
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3. Predicting the Future Based on
Real-time Population Statistics

Accordingly, changes in phenomena that are correlated to population fluctuations can be estimated

Real-time Population Statistics makes it possible

based on Real-time Population Statistics, even if they

to know the dynamics of population distributions or

cannot be observed directly. Human behavior in-

changes in how people are gathering. This suggests

volves a wide range of social and economic activi-

that dynamics of social phenomena and economic

ties, and various social phenomena and economic

trends that are correlated to the movements of

trends are correlated to the movements of people.

people can be estimated from Real-time Population

In particular, these correlations can also have a

Statistics.

time difference, as with the correlation between

A correlation is a relationship in which, when

precipitation and river water levels, so when pop-

one value increases or decreases, another value also

ulation is the leading indicator, future changes in

increases or decreases. For example, when the tem-

the social phenomena may be predictable.

perature increases in the summer, sales of ice cream
also increase. Conversely, sales decrease when it is
cool. We say there is a correlation between tempera-

4. Traffic Congestion Forecasting AI

ture and ice cream sales. By calculating this rela-

Traffic conditions are an example where the

tionship based on past temperature fluctuations

future can be predicted. In implementing Traffic

and ice cream sales records, one of the values

Congestion Forecasting AI, NTT DOCOMO has fo-

can generally be estimated if the other value of is

cused on increases and decreases in population in

known.

a given area as a leading indicator for increases

In another example, water levels in rivers rise

and decreases in traffic demand on routes taken

when it rains and drop after the rain stops. As with

to return home from that area. The system is able

this example of precipitation and water levels, some

to accurately predict traffic conditions several hours

correlations also involve a time difference. The value

later, which has conventionally been difficult. This

that changes first is called the leading indicator,

is done by making predictions based on observed

and the value that changes later is called the lag-

population distributions, which are the basis of traffic

ging indicator. Since precipitation changes before

demand. Thus, it can predict changes in traffic con-

the water levels, precipitation is a leading indica-

ditions from the afternoon until late at night based

tor for water levels. If the correlation can be com-

on populations observed at mid-day and earlier.

puted based on past fluctuations in precipitation

This gives users an opportunity to check traffic

(considering time differences) and water levels in

forecasts after lunch and revise plans for going home

rivers, it will be possible to predict future fluctua-

in the afternoon based on the information. Thus, it

tions in water levels from precipitation leading up

can help reduce the misfortune of encountering a

to the present. In other words, the leading index

traffic jam on the way home and having enjoyment

has the potential to predict future values of the

ruined, as touched on earlier in this article. If an
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increasing number of people act to avoid the con-

by training it using data from a set period in the

gestion based on predictions, traffic demand will

past, consisting of population distributions togeth-

diffuse over time, relaxing or even eliminating the

er with the traffic history for the same day. When

congestion itself. If people also avoid the congest-

making predictions each day, population distribu-

ed times by deciding to have dinner before going

tions from noon that day are presented to the con-

home, for example, they will also spend more time

gestion prediction model to obtain results predict-

or money in the area. In these ways, changes in

ing traffic conditions during a return-home period.

user behavior based on prediction information can

This is presented schematically in Figure 3.

be expected to mitigate congestion by distributing

Here, we want to stress that by population, we

traffic and stimulate economic activity in surround-

do not mean simply the number of people in the

ing areas.

given area, but rather, the population distribution
on the grid, by attribute, as obtained from Real-

4.1 Technical Overview

time Population Statistics.

The traffic predictions from Traffic Congestion

As an example, we consider congestion predic-

Forecasting AI are implemented using population

tions on Tokyo Bay Aqua Line, an expressway

distributions obtained from Real-time Population

crossing the Tokyo Bay between Kawasaki City

Statistics and by applying a type of AI technology

in Kanagawa Prefecture and Kisarazu City in Chiba

3

called machine learning* . Specifically, a congestion

Prefecture. It is also the subject of a trial described

prediction model that formulates the relationship

below.
If the turnout on the Boso Peninsula is large

between population and traffic conditions is created

Past population distributions
January 2, 12 pm
January 1, 12 pm

©

Congestion history*

January 2, 2 pm
January 1, 2 pm

January 2, 12 pm
January 1, 12 pm

・・・
･･･

OpenStreetMap contributors.

Create a congestion prediction model with patterns of the
relation ship between population and congestion
Predict congestion during
a return-home period

Population distribution
on the day

Congestion
prediction
model
© OpenStreetMap contributors.

？
© Japan Road Traffic Information Center.

*Excluding days when there were
accidents or other restrictions

Figure 3

*3

Traffic Congestion Forecasting AI organization

Machine learning: A framework that enables a computer to
learn the relationships between inputs and outputs by statistical processing of examples.
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and mainly of people living in Chiba, there is almost

In this trial, we used population distributions at

no effect on congestion on the Aqua Line. On the

noon on the Boso Peninsula to predict congestion

other hand, if there are many people from Tokyo

on the Kawasaki-bound lanes of the Tokyo Bay

and Kanagawa, congestion on the Aqua Line during

Aqua Line, which often occurs on weekend evenings

a return-home period can be severe. Even within

and into the night. In particular, we predicted

Tokyo, whether people are coming from the east

whether congestion would occur during the peri-

or the west of Tokyo can greatly affect traffic con-

od from 14:00 to 24:00 based on population distri-

gestion.

butions by attribute at 12:00 in the Boso area, in-

Effects can also differ greatly depending on where

cluding residential areas. When congestion was pre-

visitors stay on the Boso Peninsula. Most people

dicted, we also predicted the start and end times,

in the north of the peninsula will use the Keiyo Ex-

the peak time, and the physical length of the con-

pressway or other routes, and people in the south

gestion at the peak time. In December 2018, we

end may use the Tokyo Bay Ferry. These propor-

implemented new methods based on customer sur-

tions also differ depending on where they are go-

vey results for predicting the time required to travel

ing. For example, a larger proportion of people go-

the length of the congestion and the traffic demand

ing to a golf course will be travelling by car, com-

every 30 minutes over the same time period. The

pared with other destinations, and they will tend

survey results and new methods are described in

to arrive earlier in the morning and go home ear-

detail below.
The results predicted by Traffic Congestion Fore-

lier. As such, we can expect they will contribute

casting AI are provided every day to the driving

to increasing traffic demand earlier in the day.
In this way, the effects of population distribu-

public through the Drive Plaza Web site operated

tions on congestion are not determined simply by

by NEXCO East, which provides information on

the total number of people but can differ greatly

expressways in Japan. During the trial, in addition

according to location and other attributes. Traffic

to the congestion prediction results, coupons were

Congestion Forecasting AI is able to make predic-

also issued, offering discount for meals and shop-

tions incorporating such differences by using AI

ping at Kisarazu and other locations (called “Yoru-

to formulate such effects of population distributions

toku coupons”). This was intended to mitigate con-

by attribute on congestion, obtained from Real-time

gestion by spreading the return traffic over time

Population Statistics.

and to stimulate local economies. An overview of
the trial is shown in Figure 4.

4.2 Tokyo Bay Aqua Line Trial
As part of implementation trials verifying the

4.3 Evaluation of Prediction Accuracy

utility of Traffic Congestion Forecasting AI, we

Before providing prediction information to the

conducted a trial in collaboration with NEXCO East

public, we evaluated the accuracy of Traffic Con-

on the Tokyo Bay Aqua Line starting in December

gestion Forecasting AI. The evaluation was con-

2017 [3].

ducted over two years and four months, between
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Past population distributions

History of congestion
January 2

January 2, 12 pm
January 1, 12 pm

Time

時刻

January 1

© OpenStreetMap
contributors.

KP
KP

OpenStreetMap contributors.

Create congestion prediction model, learning patterns relating
population with congestion
Population distribution on a given day (at noon)
Predict congestion during a return-home period

Maximum congestion length
Congestion
prediction
model
©

Prediction Result

Time

Congestion start time
Congestion end time
Congestion peak time

© OpenStreetMap contributors .

OpenStreetMap contributors .

KP

Prediction is made based on population for that day, so accurate predictions can be made accounting for effects such as weather or events
Distribute population-based
congestion predictions to drivers

(1) Increased user satisfaction

Information distribution

I avoided the traffic jam
and got home quickly
again!

Congestion prediction
Start time: 16:00

By being able to avoid peak traffic and drive more
comfortably, driver satisfaction and repeat use rates
increase
(3) Economic stimulation
(2) Congestion mitigation
of surrounding areas
Traffic volume
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©

Items
・Maximum congestion length
・Congestion start time
・Congestion end time
・Congestion peak time

Shopping
malls

End time: 20:00
Peak time: 17:30
Maximum congestion length: 14 km
Maximum transit time: 45 min.
Maybe we should just eat
dinner around here if the
traffic jam is going to take
this long…

Restaurants,
etc.

17:00 20:00

Time

Traffic peak is distributed,
mitigating congestion

Local economies stimulated by
people spending more time at
destinations during congestion

*NEXCO and the NEXCO logo are registered trademarks of East Nippon Expressway Co. Ltd., Central Nippon Expressway Co. Ltd., and West Nippon Expressway Co. Ltd.

Figure 4

Overview of collaboration with NEXCO East

January 2015 and April 2017 (excluding days with

though it was predicted to occur divided by the

accidents and other traffic restrictions), and con-

total number of days congestion was predicted to

gestion was predicted on each day during the period

occur. The accuracy of Traffic Congestion Forecast-

4

using Leave-One-Out Cross Validation (LOOCV)* .

ing AI is shown in Table 1, compared with results

Ground truth data used for training and examina-

from “Congestion Forecast Calendar,” which has been

tion consisted of traffic history data maintained by

provided earlier by NEXCO East, as a benchmark.
As an example, compared with results from Con-

NEXCO East for the time of the trial.
We used two indices for evaluation: the Missed-

gestion Forecast Calendar, the MAR went from 6%

Alarm Rate (MAR) is the number of days conges-

to 1% and FAR from 18% to 0% for congestion

tion occurred even though it was predicted not to

longer than 10 km. These can both be considered

occur divided by the total number of days conges-

great improvements. For the FAR in particular,

tion did occur. The False-Alarm Rate (FAR) is the

the results were improved overall. Note that only

number of days when congestion did not occur even

population data, and no other information (day of

*4

LOOCV: A method for evaluating the accuracy of a statistical
predictor.
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the week, weather, event information, etc.), was

results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 5.

used for these predictions. These results were ob-

Over 90% of the respondents to the survey in-

tained by giving only the population distributions

dicated an intention to use the service in the fu-

from Real-time Population Statistics for that day

ture. In particular, approximately 95% of respond-

to the congestion prediction model trained with

ents presumed likely to use the Aqua Line fre-

past data.

quently (those living outside of Chiba prefecture
in the Kanto area, using it for leisure more than

4.4 Survey Results and Introduction of
a New Method

once every six months) indicated an intention to

As part of the joint trial, a Web survey regard-

The survey also confirmed a strong demand for

ing the trial was conducted during the period from

information to be provided by time period as a de-

March 20 to July 9, 2018 [4]. The survey was com-

sired feature of Traffic Congestion Forecasting AI

pleted by people who agreed to participate after

in the future. Given this intent to use the service

learning of the survey through pamphlets placed

and requests for features, we developed new tech-

in tourism facilities on the Tokyo Bay Aqua Line

nology for predicting at 30-minute intervals the time

and in Chiba Prefecture, e-mails distributed to us-

needed to traverse the Aqua Line and traffic de-

5

6

use it in the future.

ers of the Drive Plaza* and Drive Traffic* Web

mand. We then updated the pages providing Traf-

sites, and banner advertisements. Excerpts of the

fic Congestion Forecasting AI information on the

Table 1

Evaluating accuracy of Traffic Congestion Forecasting AI

(a) Missed-alarm rates for actual congestion length

(b) False-alarm rates for predicted congestion length

Missed-alarm rate
Congestion
length

Congestion
Forecast
Calender

Traffic
Congestion
Forecasting AI

15 km and
greater

2%

0%

10 km and
greater

6%

5 km and
greater

7%

Table 2

*5

*6

False-alarm rate
Congestion
length

Congestion
Forecast
Calender

Traffic
Congestion
Forecasting AI

15 km and
greater

6%

0%

1%

10 km and
greater

18%

0%

3%

5 km and
greater

22%

6%

Intention to use Traffic Congestion Forecasting AI in the future
Will use

Will not use

Total
(n = 12,538)

90.1%

9.9%

Customers using the Aqua Line frequently
(n = 1,784)

94.5%

5.5%

Drive Plaza: A Web site that publishes information useful for
driving holidays, mainly for expressways. Provides search for
routes and tolls as well as information regarding tolls, discounts,
service areas, and the areas under the jurisdiction of NEXCO
East.
Drive Traffic: A Web site publishing traffic information for ex-

pressways throughout Japan. Includes mainly real-time traffic
restrictions and congestion, congestion forecasts, and scheduled
restrictions.
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(%)
30
23.5

No particular comment

Other

Requests regarding the
need for publicity

Requests specifically regarding
use and congestion at the
Umihotaru Parking Area

Requests regarding times and
frequency of updates

Present measures to avoid
congestions

Expand to cover other highways
and public roads

1.9
広報の必要性に関する要望

Requests regarding accuracy of
Traffic Congestion Forecasting AIs

1.9
海ほたるの利用・混雑状況の明示に
関する要望

Linking with other tools

2.2
更新時間・頻度に対する要望

Display required times including
origin and destination, provide
mitigation routes

3.1
渋滞回避策提示の希望

Request for display by time

4.7

他高速道路や一般道への展開希望

ＡＩ渋滞予知の精度への要望

他ツールとの連携希望

Figure 5

出発地・目的地を含めた所要時間の
表示、表
回示
避、
ル回
ー避
トル
のー
提ト
示の提示

時間ごとの表示に関する要望
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9.2
5.3

0

19.6

特になし

9.4

10

19.2

その他

20

Opinions and requests regarding Traffic Congestion Forecasting AI (compiled from open comment field)

Drive Plaza Web site and began a new trial provid-

and will improve and extend the system based on

ing this information in December 2018 [4].

the results of the trials. We will continue technical
development to realize more comfortable driving
environments that will enable more drivers to avoid

5. Conclusion

congestion.
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